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A Study in Scaling from zero to one 
million Printed Parts Per Month
in 10 Weeks and its Comparison to 
Injection Moulding

Photocentric used 45 Magna 3D printers powered by 24’’ 4K LCD screen to 3D print 1 million face shield 
separator parts in a month (50,000 a day or 700kg of resin used every day), when the pandemic was 
establishing itself in the first half of 2020. At the same time, we also ran a parallel process of laying down 
tooling to create a real-time comparison between an identical part made by Additive Manufacturing and 
Injection Moulding. This enabled us to examine the difference in performance, time to market and cost 
between the two manufacturing technologies in scaled up quantities.

In this example we are manufacturing a component in a face shield. Here the Magna printing process was 
compared first to an FDM printed face shield where it was shown to provide a two order of magnitude 
increase in output per machine, over an equivalent large format FDM printer.

When compared to injection moulding Photocentric found that the most significant gain that the LCD printing 
process provided over moulding, was time, enabling us to fulfil a market need in a matter of a handful of 
days, as opposed to tooling which took 156 days. Time to market has huge value to any business, but is 
vital when supplying PPE in a pandemic. 

The amortised curve of moulded part cost intersected with the flat line of printed part cost for Photocentric 
was 320,000 units. Tooling costs were £83,000 and it provided a moulded unit cost of 5.8p in comparison to 
a printed cost of 32p. It is the material price of the 3D printing resin that governs the intersection of the cost 
comparison. The provision of better value resin from chemical companies entering the 3D printing world and 
a move away from closed printers will hasten the fall in consumable costs and widen their application. In 
time, resin price will be the defining factor that enables printing to become a valid alternative to moulding.

Performance of both parts in the face shield was identical. Both processes (AM and IM) required 
modifications from the initial design to optimise them for their respective manufacturing processes.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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As the Covid crisis took hold of the UK in the Spring of 2020 it became 
apparent that there was a massive shortage of PPE, created by a 
combination of restrictions of exports from China and increased 
domestic demand. 3D printing using FDM printers was an immediate 
solution and companies such as Prusa released open-source designs to 
be printed on FDM printers (image top left in Figure 1). 

In the UK, a group of hundreds of Slack users combined their FDM 
printers and managed to make a maximum of 500 a day. Face shields 
were being assembled in homes, it was uncontrolled and unscalable. 
Crowd printing PPE like this would subsequently be banned by the 
Government. 

Photocentric instead decided to design a scalable face shield and 
provide in large volume, providing value, manufacturing consistency and 
optimal performance.
https://www.prusa3d.com/covid19/

THE PROBLEM
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THE DESIGN FOR ADDITIVE PROCESS 1/2

On the 25th March 2020, Ed Barlow, one of our 3D Engineers, designed our 
first face shield in CAD. He then printed it, attached a laser cut polyester 
sheet to it and a strip of rubber to tension on his head. He was wearing our 
first face shield, only a few hours after designing it. We had started our road 
to product optimisation. 

We positioned 110 of the face shield separators (the part that keeps the 
plastic visor away from the face) on the platform of our Magna printer, in 
contrast to only 4 of the FDM’s design. We wore our shields around the 
office and started to optimise their performance from personal experience, 
looking at comfort and curvature of the shield around the sides of the face. 
We obtained medical feedback and made improvements and met the newly 
issued Government PPE standard under derogation, we would subsequently 
get the product approved to the full eye protection standard. 

The design for additive (DFA) process aims to achieve optimised user 
performance, optimised print performance combined with minimum material 
used. Open structures were initially designed in, as they used less material 
and were still structurally rigid. This open structure facilitated very fast 
printing. However, there was a conflict with product performance as the 
shield was then open to droplets falling down in front of the face, so it was 
subsequently decided to close the holes off in the design. 

Figure 1: Design iterations of the face shields separator chronologically from top left to bottom right

1 https://www.prusa3d.com/covid19/
2 Guidance for new high volume manufacturers of COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment
3 BS EN 166:2002 
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The relative movement in the part’s centre of gravity (COG) throughout the 
print was assessed. By orientating the part at different angles and adjusting 
its shape we could maintain the COG in each layer in the same vertical line. 
This prevented the part from undergoing sideways (x:y plane) forces during 
the print, eliminated the need for external supports and significantly reduced 
causes of print failure. 

The first layers of the print that attached the separators the platform, were 
designed to snap off cleanly leaving a completely clean platform with no 
residual artefacts. Removing non-functional supports significantly increased 
our process efficiency. This base support was repurposed as a clip retaining 
the PET shield, it was then mirrored on the other side of the design at the top 
of the print. This is an example of where supports can become functional 
aspects of the design. This had the effect of increasing the number of face 
shield separator pins from 3 to 5. This had the additional beneficial effect of 
increasing the curvature of the visor and in so doing increasing the protection 
for the sides of the face.

The number of parts per platform was increased by rotating them at 90°. We 
ended up with 210 on each platform, and each one was then being made in 
less than a minute (see figure 2).  This compares to the original FDM print 
time of 8 hours, and our original Magna print time of 20 minutes - a two 
orders of magnitude improvement delivered by DFA. We had managed to 
achieve two things, invent a high-quality product and make its production 
scalable. In the first two 2 months we worked very hard to create 200,000 of 
them with a lot of manual intervention, but in the following month we made 1 
million of them in a production environment. 

Figure 2: Design iterations of the face shields separator chronologically from top left to bottom right 

1 every 20 minutes 1 every 20 minutes

1 every 2  minutes 20 secs 1 every 57 seconds
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PROCESS OPTIMISATION. 
MORE THAN JUST PRINT OPTIMISATION
PHOTOPOLYMER OPTIMISATION

Resins should always be optimised for specific applications. Our chemists 
designed a better resin for this face shield separator. It ideally should be of 
lower cost, lower irritancy (it passed cytotoxicity tests after post exposure) 
and lower odour to improve operator comfort, have high green strength to 
enable fast printing, be strong enough after post exposure not to snap under 
normal duress, be low enough in viscosity to print quickly, wash easily and 
have a quick to dry to touch surface after post exposure with an attractive 
appearance. 

Figure 5: This flipper reverses the orientation of a separator part regardless of the direction it enters- printed on Magna
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SOFTWARE OPTIMISATION

Photocentric’s software team had to design a farm 
management software system to deliver batch 
traceability for quality control and provide performance 
and management data (Figure 4). We did this by 
attaching printed QR codes to each platform and then 
scanning them at every stage of the production 
process. As platforms were interchangeable with 
printers, the platform and printer had to be scanned at 
the start of the process, a file was then loaded to the 
printer, the platform would be scanned at print 
completion, and on entering and completing all the 
processes of washing, post exposing and part removal. 
The final quality check where the 210 separators would 
be removed and scanned would enable these parts to 
be tied to the batch of resin it was made from, the print 
file, platform and operator. It would also enable us to 
know the amount of wastage together with the 
production Figure 4: Production data delivered production management and part traceabilityFigure 3: The screen displayed 

the progress of 45 printers 
showing the operators which 
action had to be carried out next
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Figure 5: The warehouse is cleared, and 
lines of Magna printers are installed 
operating under red light

PRODUCTION FLOOR LAYOUT OPTIMISATION

We cleared out a warehouse in our building in Peterborough 
(Figure 5) and installed power, lighting, drainage, extraction, 
water and benches. We designed packing systems, SOPs 
and post-processing machines and constructed the 45 Magna 
printers to fill it with. 

McKinsey visited and commented “it is remarkable - the only 
comparable we have seen is the construction of military 
camps”.

Designs for the floor layout (figure 6) were conceived in CAD 
to flow product (figure 7) from liquid resin with 1 tonne IBCs of 
resin delivered from the vessel room next door to the printers, 
creating parts that travelled through washing, post processing, 
QC and into face shield assembly and dispatch.



Workflow scheme
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Figure 6: The layout of the part flow was 
optimised

Figure 7: The schematic for the workflow



Clearing one of our warehouses, 
preparing it for a transformation. 
Designing utilities, production 
layout and material flow.

18TH MAY 2020
Increasing capacity on the 
Magna production line. 3 
printers a day are being built 
and wheeled next door to be 
used immediately

21ST MAY 2020

Water, lighting, extraction, 
compressed air and drainage 
are installed.

25TH MAY 2020

In just 2 weeks software is 
written in house to control the 
new full farm of printers. 12 
more Magna printers were 
operational this week

26TH MAY 2020

First shipment of face shields 
depatched

30TH MAY 2020

TIMELINE
FACE SHIELDS



Pilot manufacturing line in 
technical area shutdown and 
production transferred to new 
facility. Further 14 Magna 
printers added to farm

1ST JUNE 2020
Packing operation, Kanban and 
SOPs written

2ND JUNE 2020

Increase number of parts on 
platform from 110 to 210 by 
optimised design

3RD JUNE 2020

New formulation optimised for 
face shields developed by 
chemists in record time. 
Improves green strength, print 
speed and post processing 
time

4TH JUNE 2020

We write QR code software in 
just 3 weeks that tracks the 
raw materials through to each 
platform. Scanners installed to 
track each stage of the process

6TH JUNE 2020

TIMELINE
FACE SHIELDS



26 turns to 34 with 8 new 
Magna printers manufactured 
in-house and installed in the 
farm.

8TH JUNE 2020
QR system trialed in first live 
production run with bulldog 
clips to identify each platform

10TH JUNE 2020

Conveyorised flow installed to 
transfer face shields through 
process

11TH JUNE 2020

New formulation optimised for 
face shields developed by 
chemists in record time. 
Improves LCD screens (of 
course!) installed to show 
packers flow of parts through 
system. Box chutes added to 
transfer boxes to other side for 
final QC and packing

12TH JUNE 2020

We write QR code software 
in just 3 weeks that tracks 
the raw materials through to 
each platform. Scanners 
installed to track each stage 
of the process

15TH JUNE 2020

First time we run flat out and 
hit a record of 61,300 face 
shields in a day

18TH JUNE 2020

TIMELINE
FACE SHIELDS



Creating the Largest Quantity of a Single PPE 
Item by 3D Printintg Ever Made

Mass Manufacture - Supplying 7.7 million face shields to the NHS

How - we do area other do dots. Screens are the answer to scale.

Why - 3D printing creates instant product. Our shield is 
customisable, the angled face visor provides space at the front and 
close protection at the sides



TECH
SPECS

510 x 280 x 350
Build Volume

13.3mm per hour 100 μm
Print Speed

23.8”
3840 x 2160px

4k Screen

100 μm 3-8s sec / layer
Cure Speed

*Depending on resin

137 μm pixel size
XY Pixel Size

One of the largest LCD 3D printers in the 
world
Enabling custom mass manufacture and large component 
printing. From dentistry to industrial product design and 
manufacture, the LC Magna´s 23.8” LCD screen and 
510x280x350mm build volume manages to create both very 
large objects and incredible detail on small ones. Delivering 
print results previously impossible using traditional 
manufacturing techniques

Print time 91 min
Part height 15.8cm (6 ¼”) 
Part weight 14g

No of parts per print 210

Total parts weight per 
print

2.94kg

No prints per day 13 (in 24h allowing 20 
min changeover)

No parts per day 2,729
Volume created 1,6kg per hour

Profiles



Part: Face Shield Separator
Resin used: High Tensile Translucent
Printer: Magna

Resin

Weight of part (g) 14
Weight of supports (g) 0
Total weight (g) 14
Waste resin (%) 5
Total resin used (g) 15
Cost of resin (£/kg) £21.50
Direct material cost of part (£) £0.32

Production

Parts per platform 210
Layer thickness (my) 350
Print time (hours) 1.52
Working hours per day (hrs) 24
Working days per year (days) 356
Platforms printed per day 13
Parts per Magna made per day 2729
Number of Magna's employed 45
% machine utilisation 85%
Number of parts made a day 104394
Number of parts made per year 37164087

Capex

Magna cost £14,995
Magna printer farm cost £674,775
Wash and post exposure and other equipment £195,000
Total capital equipment cost £869,775
Machine depreciation per model over 3 years (£) £0.00

Main
Annual cost of software licences (£) £9,310
Magna maintenance contract per printer (£) £2,500
Total maintenance and software per part £0.01

Wash
Cost of resin wash/kg £4.00
Wash per ultrasonic (kg) 75.00
No of platforms before change 200.00
Cost of resin wash per part (£) £0.01

Film
No of vats before film change 30.00
Cost of vat film (£) 25.00
Cost of vat film per model (£) £0.00

Elec
kWhr of electricity per Magna cycle 0.34
Cost of electricity (£/kWhr) 0.11
Cost of electricity per model 0.00
Consumable costs per part (£) £0.01

Labour

Cost of labour per hour (£) 12.00
Number of minutes printing per platform 11.2
Number of minutes washing per platform 3.1
Number of minutes curing per platform 2.2
Number of minutes support removal and 
finishing per platform 4.8
Number of minutes cleaning per platform 2.9
Number of minutes vat reskinning per platform 0.5
Total labour per platform (mins) 24.7
Labour costs per part (£) £0.02

Summary costing per part
User input numbers
Constants
Direct material cost £0.32
Capital depreciation £0.00
Maintenance & software costs £0.01
Total consumable cost £0.01
Total labour costs £0.02
Complete part cost £0.36

3D PRINTING
COSTS



INJECTION MOULDED 
TOOLING PROCESS



After we had established the 3D printing mass 
manufacturing operation, we established a 
comparative injection moulded tooling alternative 
(figure 8).  We had to select the correct number of 
impressions, offsetting lead times against cost of 
part. The process of laying the tool down had the 
advantage that we had already prototyped the part 
with additive manufacturing before we started. 

Figure 8: The tool design, the tool in operation and a close up of the individual mould

INJECTION MOULDED 
TOOLING PROCESS



RE-DESIGNING AN ADDITIVELY MADE PART 
FOR MOULDING.

We had to modify our design to be able to be 
printed with numerous small changes:

• Engraving had to be moved to the upper 
surface from the curved face side to keep 
tooling in line of draw, and it had to be 
proud not reversed

• Thin areas had to be increased from 
0.75mm to 1mm

• Thick sections to be cored on the 
underside to reduce cycle times

• Drafts had to be added from the central 
split line

• Feed dimple had to added for the hot tip
• Series of radii were added to the sharp 

edges

INJECTION MOULDED 
TOOLING PROCESS



Impression Material Price Lead times Origin

1 Aluminium £6,000 4 weeks Uk
16 H13 hardened steel £52,000 10 weeks China
32 H13 hardened steel £83,000 12 weeks China
128 H13 hardened steel £465,000 - China

INJECTION MOULDING
COSTS

We obtained pricing for soft and three capacities of hard 
tooling- we selected the 32-impression tool.

Impression 1,000 
impression

2,500 
impression

5,000 
impression

10,000 
impression Max per week 

1 Aluminium £6,000 4 weeks Uk 8,500 
16 H13 hardened steel £52,000 10 weeks China 175,500 
32 H13 hardened steel £83,000 12 weeks China 350,000
128 H13 hardened steel £465,000 - China 1,400,000

The 32-impression tool had the same capacity as our print 
farm, 250,000 in a 5-day week.

INJECTION MOULDED COSTS

INJECTION MOULDED PARTS COST



INJECTION MOULDING
TIMELINE

Pay deposit and 
approve DFM 

03.06.20 

Approved tool 
design 

24.06.20 

Manufacture of 
tool started 

07.07.20 

Manufacture of 
tool completed

15.09.20 

Mould T1
samples

17.09.20 

Approve
T1 samples

21.09.20 

Mould T2
samples

05.10.20 

Approve T2
samples

07.10.20 

Mould T3
samples

09.10.20 

Approve T3
samples

16.10.20 

1st 100,000 
parts arrive 

06.11.20 

Total days to 1st delivery = 156 days



Quantity AM
Cost per part

IM
Cost per part

Tooling = 
Difference

1 £0,36 £83,000 -£83,000 
500 £0,36 £166 -£82,848 

1,000 £0,36 £83 -£82,695 
10,000 £0,36 £8.36 -£79,959 
50,000 £0,36 £1.72 -£67,797 
100,000 £0,36 £0,89 -£52,595 
200,000 £0,36 £0,47 -£22,190 
250,000 £0,36 £0,39 -£6,987 
300,000 £0,36 £0,33 £8,216

COSTS COMPARATION
Printed part cost = 0.36
Moulded part cost = 0.06
The intersection in cost between the IM and AM processes was 
greater than ¼ million units.

CONCLUSIONS
The greatest benefit this mechanism of additive manufacturing 
provided was time; to run 1 million parts per month by printing took 
just 10 days, in comparison the time to run it with injection moulding 
was 156 days.

The cost breakeven in parts was above 250,000 units.
The greatest factor affecting the cost of the printed part is material 
cost and this remains the main battle that must be overcome. It will be 
the reduction in material prices for volume applications that will unlock 
more widespread applications.

A reduction in resin price from £21.50/kg to £12/kg resulted in a 
reduction of the cost of a printed part from 36p to 23p. The 
intersection of cost of IM vs AM then increased to above 500,000 
units.

When 3D printing resin costs come within the same order of 
magnitude as injection moulded plastics at around £8/kg, the printed 
part will cost about 17p and the intersection in quantity will be 
¾million.



Concern for the environment and promoting a broader sustainability agenda are integral to 
Photocentric’s activities. We aim to follow and to promote good sustainability practice and, 
wherever possible, will help our customers and partners to do the same.

Looking after our planet

SUSTAINIBILITY



UK
Photocentric Ltd. Cambridge House, Oxney Rd, Peterborough, PE1 5YW email: info@photocentric.co.uk
USA
Photocentric Inc. 2205 West Parkside Lane, Phoenix, AZ 85027 email: info@photocentricusa.com
www.photocentricgroup.com


